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Attenuates the Rewarding Effects of Opioids in the Ventral
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GABA transmission in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) is critical for fine tuning the activity of dopamine neurons in response to opioids.
However, the precise mechanism by which GABA input shapes opioid reward is poorly understood. We observed a reduction of conditioned
place preference for low doses of the opioid [D-Ala2, N-MePhe4, Gly5-ol]-enkephalin (DAMGO) and a switch in the functional effects of �-opioid
receptor modulation of GABA postsynaptic currents in the mouse VTA 1 d after chronic morphine treatment. Specifically, whereas in naive mice
DAMGO inhibits GABA postsynaptic currents, GABAergic currents are potentiated by DAMGO after chronic morphine treatment. Importantly,
pretreatment with the cAMP signaling inhibitor (R)-adenosine, cyclic 3�,5�-(hydrogenphosphorothioate) triethylammonium both restored
DAMGO reward and reversed the DAMGO-mediated potentiation, thereby reestablishing the inhibitory effects of opioids on GABA
currents. Thus, a paradoxical bidirectionality in �-receptor-mediated control of GABA transmission following chronic morphine treat-
ment is a critical mechanism that determines the expression of opioid reward in the VTA.

Introduction
Opioids, which are of great utility as painkillers, are rewarding, a
property that may contribute to their propensity to produce
physical dependence and addiction. The injection of �-opioid
receptor agonists, such as morphine, heroin, and DAMGO ([D-
Ala 2, N-MePhe 4, Gly-ol]-enkephalin), into the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) induces conditioned place preference (CPP) (Phillips
and LePiane, 1980, 1982; Phillips et al., 1983; Spyraki et al., 1983;
Bozarth, 1987), identifying the VTA as a locus that mediates the
rewarding effects of opioids (Wise, 1989).

In the VTA, GABA interneurons containing �-receptors in-
nervate the dopaminergic projection neurons (Johnson and
North, 1992). Agonist binding to �-opioid receptors negatively
modulates GABA transmission onto dopaminergic neurons, re-
sulting in their disinhibition (Johnson and North, 1992). This
GABA-mediated control of dopamine transmission onto target
brain regions likely underlies, at least in part, the rewarding prop-
erties of opioids (Phillips et al., 1983; Spyraki et al., 1983;
Tzschentke, 1998; Fenu et al., 2006). Indeed, intra-VTA infusion
of GABA antagonists and agonists modulates reward via both
dopamine-dependent and dopamine-independent projections
from the VTA (Laviolette and van der Kooy, 2001; Laviolette et
al., 2004).

Chronic opioid exposure causes physical dependence, a behav-
ioral state characterized by withdrawal or distress signs upon acute
removal of the drug (Koob et al., 1992). The VTA plays a role in the
expression of withdrawal (Baumeister et al., 1989; Stinus et al., 1990;
Madhavan et al., 2010). Associated with these changes in behavior, in
parallel, chronic morphine exposure also causes synaptic adapta-
tions in the VTA GABA signal, resulting in a compensatory upregu-
lation of GABA release upon drug withdrawal (Bonci and Williams,
1997; Madhavan et al., 2010). In addition, intra-VTA administration
of the opioid antagonist naloxone after chronic systemic morphine
treatment in mice induces conditioned place aversion (Stinus et al.,
1990), demonstrating the importance of the VTA for mediating the
negative motivational state associated with withdrawal.

Chronic self-administration of opioids, stimulants, and many
other drugs of abuse results in increased intracranial self-
stimulation, leading to the view that chronic drug use causes adap-
tations in reward circuitry that increase the reward threshold of a
drug (Kenny et al., 2006; Koob and Le Moal, 2008). However, other
studies have found that chronic drug administration may result in
reward sensitization, therefore increasing the rewarding capacity of
the opioid (Gaiardi et al., 1991; Shippenberg et al., 1996). Thus, the
precise mechanism by which opioids shape reward in the VTA dur-
ing chronic drug use remains unresolved. In particular, how chronic
morphine-driven adaptations in GABA transmission in the VTA
affect opioid modulation of intra-VTA reward and GABA IPSCs
remains unknown. Here, we examined the effects of chronic mor-
phine treatment on the functional and rewarding effects of intra-
VTA opioids.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Electrophysiology was performed on male C57-black/6 mice
aged between postnatal d 23 and 28. Conditioned place preference ex-
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periments were conducted in adult (postnatal d 45–50) male C57-black/6
mice, which were surgically cannulated to receive drug infusions in the
VTA. All mice were bred in-house and procedures were performed in
accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guide-
lines at the Ernest Gallo Clinic and Research Center (Emeryville, CA).

Electrophysiology. The mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and
immediately decapitated using a guillotine. Horizontal brain slices 190
�m thick were cut in ice-cold modified artificial CSF (aCSF) solution. All
solutions were saturated with 95% O2-5% CO2 (carbogen). The compo-
sition of the cutting solution was (in mM): 85 choline Cl, 40 NaCl, 4 KCl,
1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 0.5 CaCl2, 7 MgCl2, 10 dextrose, 1 ascor-
bate, 3 Na pyruvate, and 3 myo-inositol; osmolarity 310 –320. Slices re-
covered first for �10 –15 min at 32°C in the cutting solution and were
later transferred to recording aCSF of the following composition (in
mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgSO4, 2 CaCl2, 25 dextrose,
and 25 NaHCO3; osmolarity 295–300. GABA currents were recorded in
the presence of DNQX (10 �M), strychnine (10 �M), CGP 54346 (10 �M),
and eticlopride (100 nM) to block glutamate, glycine, GABAb, and dopa-
mine D2 receptors, respectively.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings with 3–5 M� electrodes were
made with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier using Clampex 10.0 (Molecular
Devices) and Igor Pro 6.0 (Wavemetrics) for data acquisition. The series
resistance (Rs), input resistance (Ri), and holding current (Ihold) of all
recordings were continuously monitored. Recordings with large devia-
tions in any of these properties were discarded from analysis. VTA neu-
rons included in this study were located medial to the medial terminal
nucleus. To record GABA IPSCs, we used an internal solution of the
following composition (in mM): 125 KCl, 10 NaCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES,
1 EGTA, 2 Na-ATP, 0.6 Na-GTP, and 5 creatine phosphate, pH 7.2–7.4;
osmolarity 275–285. Neurons were visualized with an upright micro-
scope equipped with infrared differential interference contrast using
Axiovision camera and software (Carl Zeiss Microimaging). aCSF at 30 –
32°C was continuously perfused at 2–3 ml/min over brain slices. Whole-
cell voltage-clamp recordings were performed at a holding potential of
�70 mV. All cells recorded were first tested for the presence of Ih cur-
rents, a cellular marker of dopamine neurons in the VTA (Grace and
Onn, 1989).

VTA cannulation surgeries. Male C57-black/6 mice, postnatal d 45–50,
were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine, their heads
shaved, disinfected, and a 1 cm incision was cut in the scalp to reveal the
skull. Mice were placed in a digital stereotaxic alignment instrument
(Model 1900; David Kopf Instruments). The skull was cleaned and lev-
eled in the coronal and sagittal planes using bregma and lambda as ref-
erence points. Holes were drilled bilaterally in the skull at the anterior/
posterior (AP) (in reference to bregma) and medial/lateral (ML)
coordinates corresponding to VTA (AP, �3.2 mm; ML, �0.5 mm) using
a 0.3 mm carbide drill bit. Bilateral cannulae (26 gauge bilateral cannulae
and 33 gauge injector; Plastics One) measuring dorsal/ventral �4.7 mm
and ML �0.5 mm were inserted to 4.5 mm below the skull level and
secured to the skull using dental acrylic (Geristore kit; Denmat). Bilateral
stainless steel dummy cannula and caps were inserted into the guide
cannula and remained in place when the guide cannula was not in use.
Animals were allowed at least 1 week recovery period before behavioral
testing.

After testing for place preference, mice were infused with India ink
dye, anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, and their brains removed and sub-
merged in 4% formalin dissolved in 0.1 M PBS overnight. Brains were
sectioned at 50 �m coronal, mounted, and stained with cresyl violet.
Only data from animals with verified correct cannula placement were
used in the analysis.

Intra-VTA infusions and CPP assay. For infusions, an injector cannula
designed to reach 4.7 mm below the skull was used. Mice, bilaterally
cannulated in the VTA, were injected subcutaneously twice daily (10:00
A.M. and 4:00 P.M.) with morphine (10 mg/kg) or left untreated for five
consecutive days. On d 6, mice were allowed 30 min access to a two-
chamber, place-preference apparatus, the chambers distinguishable
from each other by the color and floor texture, and the baseline time
spent in each chamber was recorded. CPP experiments were conducted
16 h after the last morphine treatment. Mice with strong initial prefer-

ences of �70% of total time spent (�4% of the mice) for either chamber
were rejected to eliminate any contribution of initial bias to the results.
The experiments were counterbalanced for chamber preference and
chamber type. Mice were then conditioned to either saline or DAMGO
(5, 20, or 35 ng/0.5 �l) at the rate of 0.1 �l/min followed by 1 min rest to
ensure complete infusion before being put in the chambers. Mice in the
chronic morphine group received a maintenance dose of 10 mg/Kg mor-
phine 4 h after the CPP experiment. On test day, 1 d after the last condi-
tioning session, mice were put in the saline-paired side and allowed 30
min free access to both chambers and the time spent in either chamber
was recorded.

Data analysis. Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prizm or
Microsoft Excel. Data are represented as mean � SEM, unless specified.
T tests (unpaired) or one-way ANOVA was used to compare data for
significance.

Results
Effects of prior morphine exposure on �-receptor-mediated
modulation of GABA IPSCs
We compared the acute effects of the �-opioid receptor-selective
agonist DAMGO on evoked GABA IPSCs in Ih

� VTA neurons in
morphine-treated (10 mg/kg s.c. twice per day for 5 d) and un-
treated mice (Fig. 1A). This protocol of morphine treatment was
sufficient to induce naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
in wild-type mice in previous studies (Kim et al., 2008; Madhavan
et al., 2010), indicating that it is sufficient to induce physical
dependence. In slices from mice pretreated with morphine for
5 d, 300 nM DAMGO produced either an inhibition of GABA
IPSCs (�%Inhibition 	 38.46 � 7.43; n 	 12/32 neurons; t(1,15) 	
2.53; p 	 0.02) (Fig. 1C,F) or, more commonly, a potentiation of
GABA IPSCs (�%Potentiation 	 89.86 � 10.18; n 	 20/32 neu-
rons; t(1,22) 	 7.82; p 
 0.0001) (Fig. 1B,C,F) 16 –24 h after the
last morphine treatment. When averaged across all neurons
(both those inhibited and those potentiated), 300 nM DAMGO
produced a potentiation of GABA IPSCs (�%Potentiation 	
47.58 � 11.60; n 	 32/32 neurons) (Fig. 1C,F). This DAMGO-
induced potentiation was long-lasting and continued up to a
recording time of 80 min (Fig. 1B). In opioid naive mice,
DAMGO (300 nM) always resulted in an inhibition of GABA
IPSCs (�%Inhibition 	 69.35 � 5.59; n 	 5/5 neurons) (Fig.
1E), as previously reported (Johnson and North, 1992). A higher
dose of DAMGO (1 �M) induced an inhibition of GABA IPSCs in
naive conditions (�%Inhibition 	 75.35 � 9.94; n 	 7/7 neu-
rons) (Fig. 1E) and a significantly reduced inhibition (�%Inhi-
bition 	 29.98 � 6.50; n 	 9/9 neurons) (Fig. 1D) but no
potentiation after chronic morphine treatment. Therefore, we
observed a dose-dependent effect on the ability of DAMGO to
potentiate or inhibit GABA IPSCs after chronic morphine
treatment.

Chronic morphine reduces the rewarding effects of opioids in
the VTA
We next examined whether these changes in �-receptor modu-
lation of GABA IPSCs in the VTA affected the rewarding proper-
ties of intra-VTA opioids. The CPP assay was used to test the
rewarding effects of DAMGO in the VTA of naive and morphine-
pretreated mice (Fig. 2A,B). Intra-VTA infusion of DAMGO
produced a preference to the side paired with drug at the drug
doses tested (Fig. 2C) [saline (Sal) vs DAMGO: 5 ng group, n 	 6,
t(1,10) 	 3.25, p 	 0.009; 20 ng group, n 	 10, t(1,18) 	 5.59, p 

0.0001; 35 ng group, n 	 9, t(1,16) 	 2.38, p 	 0.029]. Difference
scores were computed to determine the time spent in the
DAMGO-associated chamber (Fig. 2E) (difference scores 	 time
spent during test (DAMGO � saline) � time spent during base-
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line (DAMGO � saline); 5 ng group, 424.0 � 184.0 s, n 	 6; 20 ng
group, 371.1 � 92.8 s, n 	 10; 35 ng group, 185.8 � 107.6 s, n 	
9). These results show that a single intra-VTA infusion of
DAMGO is sufficiently rewarding to induce a place preference.

This paradigm was then used to assess whether prior exposure
to morphine, which induced a DAMGO-mediated potentiation

4

IPSCs in naive conditions (n 	 5/5 and 7/7 neurons). F, Bar graph demonstrating the peak
change in GABA IPSCs induced by 300 nM DAMGO in naive (�%Inhibition, 69.35 � 5.59%),
after chronic morphine treatment (�%Inhibition, 38.46 � 7.43%; �%Potentiation, 89.86 �
10.18%; �%Cumulative, 59.03 � 12.70%), and after 1 �M DAMGO in naive (�%Inhibition,
75.35 � 9.94%) or chronic morphine-treated slices (�%Inhibition, 29.98 � 6.50%). *p 

0.05, ##p 
 0.01, ***p 
 0.0001.
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Figure 1. DAMGO induces potentiation or reduced inhibition of GABA IPSCs after
chronic morphine. A, Timeline for electrophysiology. B, Lasting potentiation of GABA
IPSCs induced by DAMGO (300 nM) in VTA slices taken from chronic morphine-treated
mice. C, Average of GABA IPSC responses to DAMGO (300 nM). After chronic morphine
treatment, DAMGO induces potentiation (n 	 20/32 neurons) or reduced inhibition (n 	
12/32 neurons) of GABA IPSCs. The cumulative effect is potentiation of GABA IPSCs by
DAMGO after chronic morphine. D, DAMGO (1 �M) induces reduced inhibition (n 	 9/9
neurons) of GABA IPSCs. E, DAMGO (300 nM, 1 �M) always induces sizable inhibition of GABA
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Figure 2. Intra-VTA DAMGO-induced place preference is attenuated after chronic morphine
treatment. A, CPP timeline. B, Protocol for morphine injection. C, DAMGO (5, 20, and 35 ng/0.5
�l) injected in the VTA induces place preference by increasing time spent in the DAMGO-paired
chamber. D, DAMGO does not induce place preference after chronic morphine treatment. E,
Difference scores [time (DAMGO) � time (saline) � baseline time (DAMGO) � baseline time
(saline)] showing attenuation of place preference at 5 and 20 but not at 35 ng/0.5 �l of DAMGO.
DG, DAMGO; Sal, saline. *p 
 0.05, **p 
 0.01, ***p 
 0.0001.
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of GABA IPSC responses in the VTA, caused a change in the
rewarding effects of DAMGO. Indeed, DAMGO did not produce
a significant place preference in mice pretreated with morphine
(all groups, F(1,5) 	 0.74, p 	 0.596) (Fig. 2D). Neither the 5 ng
nor 20 ng doses of DAMGO that were rewarding in naive mice
induced place preference in mice pretreated with morphine [dif-
ference scores 	 time spent during test (DAMGO � saline) �
time spent during baseline (DAMGO � saline); difference scores:
5 ng chronic morphine group, �120.0 � 104.8 s, n 	 7, t(1,11) 	
2.67, p 	 0.022; 20 ng of chronic morphine group, �122.5 �
130.2 s, n 	 8, t(1,16) 	 3.17, p 	 0.006] (Fig. 2E). DAMGO (35
ng) resulted in a variable place preference in the morphine-
pretreated mice, but no significant differences were observed
compared with naive controls (difference scores: 35 ng of chronic
morphine group, 111.1 � 178.5 s, n 	 9, t(1,16) 	 0.36, p 	 0.73)
(Fig. 2E). Thus, the altered modulation of GABA IPSCs by
DAMGO after chronic morphine treatment results in abolished
or highly attenuated intra-VTA DAMGO CPP.

Reduction in the rewarding effects of DAMGO is mediated
by cAMP
Chronic morphine results in an upregulation of cAMP signal-
ing in the VTA (Bonci and Williams, 1997; Nestler, 2004;
Madhavan et al., 2010). We therefore examined whether
changes in protein kinase signaling mediated by cAMP could
underlie the loss of DAMGO reward after chronic morphine
exposure. The effect of (R)-adenosine, cyclic 3�,5�-(hydrogen-
phosphorothioate) triethylammonium (RP; 10, 25 and 50 ng/
0.5 �l), a potent and specific competitive inhibitor of the
activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinases by cAMP, on
the expression of place preference to DAMGO after chronic
morphine treatment was tested. Mice treated with chronic
morphine were conditioned to intra-VTA DAMGO (20 ng/0.5
�l) or saline in the absence or presence of RP (Fig. 3 A, B). RP
pretreatment had a dose-dependent effect on DAMGO place
preference in the morphine-pretreated mice (Fig. 3C). The
lowest dose of 10 ng/0.5 �l of RP did not significantly affect the
rewarding properties of DAMGO (time spent: Sal � RP10,
974.8 � 134.3 s, n 	 6; DAMGO � RP10, 964.8 � 109.7 s, n 	
6; t(1,10) 	 0.057; p 	 0.96) (Fig. 3C). At 25 ng/0.5 �l, RP
significantly enhanced the rewarding properties of DAMGO
(time spent: Sal � RP25, 723.0 � 128.3 s, n 	 6; DAMGO �
RP25, 1243.0 � 91.2 s, n 	 6; t(1,10) 	 3.3; p 	 0.008) (Fig. 3C).
As the dose of RP was increased to 50 ng/0.5 �l, the reward was
smaller (time spent: Sal � RP50, 946.1 � 124.8 s, n 	 6; DAMGO �
RP50: 1051.0 � 104.4 s, n 	 6; t(1,10) 	 0.65; p 	 0.53) (Fig. 3C).

RP, at the concentrations in which it induces place prefer-
ence in morphine-pretreated mice (25 and 50 ng/0.5 �l), was
not itself rewarding (time spent: Sal, 935.0 � 102.7 s; RP25,
1001.0 � 98.9 s, n 	 6, t(1,10) 	 0.46, p 	 0.65; Sal, 994.2 �
130.5 s; RP50, 980.6 � 146.5 s, n 	 6, t(1,10) 	 0.069, p 	 0.95)
(Fig. 3D) when infused in the VTA. These data suggest that the
attenuation of rewarding properties of DAMGO in chronic
morphine-treated mice is likely due to adaptive changes in
cAMP signaling.

DAMGO-mediated GABA IPSC potentiation is dependent
on cAMP
We next examined whether the GABA current potentiation
induced by DAMGO after chronic morphine treatment was
mediated by adaptive changes in the cAMP-driven signaling
cascade. As above, mice were treated with morphine for 5 d
and, 24 h after the last morphine exposure, VTA slices were

removed. For each mouse, one VTA slice was treated with
DAMGO (Fig. 1) and the other was pretreated with 500 nM RP
for 15–30 min before recording the effects of DAMGO on
GABA IPSCs. RP pretreatment abolished all DAMGO-
mediated potentiation of GABA IPSCs (Fig. 4C,D) compared
with controls where DAMGO induced potentiation (Fig. 1). In
addition, DAMGO-mediated inhibition of GABA IPSCs after
RP treatment was not significantly different from DAMGO
inhibition of GABA currents in naive VTA neurons or RP-
preexposed naive VTA neurons [�%Inhibition (naive) 	 69.35 �
5.6; n 	 5/5 neurons; �%Inhibition (RP–naive) 	 61.38 � 8.4; n 	
5/5 neurons; �%Inhibition (RP–chronic morphine) 	 67.88 � 3.6;
n 	 6/6 neurons; F(1,2) 	 0.49; p 	 0.62) (Fig. 4B–D). Thus, inhibi-
tion of the cAMP pathway has no effect on DAMGO-mediated in-
hibition of IPSCs in naive mice, but reverses the paradoxical
potentiation of GABA IPSCs in slices from mice treated with chronic
morphine. Figure 5 shows cannula placement.
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Figure 3. Inhibition of cAMP-dependent protein kinase signaling reverses loss of place
preference to DAMGO after chronic morphine treatment. A, CPP timeline. B, RP pretreat-
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Discussion
We find that chronic morphine treatment results in a switch in
modulation of opioid effects on GABA IPSCs in the VTA. In
naive animals, prior evidence indicated that opioids inhibit
GABA IPSCs onto neurons in the VTA (Johnson and North,
1992), which we confirmed here. In contrast, we find that
chronic morphine treatment results in a novel potentiation of
GABA IPSCs by opioids in a majority of neurons, while retain-
ing the inhibitory effects at a reduced efficacy in the remaining
neurons. The cumulative results on all neurons indicate that,
at low doses, DAMGO enhances GABA IPSCs after chronic

morphine. Higher doses of DAMGO favor inhibition, al-
though of reduced efficacy compared with naive mice.

In parallel, behaviorally, at the same time point, we confirm
that intra-VTA opioids are rewarding in naive animals (Phil-
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lips and LePiane, 1980, 1982). That is, they induce a place
preference to the chamber paired with the drug. However, we
find that, after chronic morphine treatment, intra-VTA
DAMGO is no longer rewarding at doses that produce reward
in the naive mice. In addition, we show that both the
DAMGO-induced potentiation and the loss of DAMGO re-
ward are dependent on morphine-induced upregulation of
cAMP signaling. Specifically, RP, an inhibitor of cAMP-driven
protein kinase signaling, restores both opioid inhibition of
GABA IPSCs and opioid reward after chronic morphine.

Inhibition of cAMP-driven signaling using RP reduces the
increased probability of GABA release in VTA slices during
morphine withdrawal (Bonci and Williams, 1997; Madhavan
et al., 2010) and also attenuates the expression of withdrawal
symptoms during intra-VTA naloxone infusion in morphine-
dependent mice (Madhavan et al., 2010). Here we find that RP
also abolishes DAMGO-induced GABA IPSC potentiation,
thereby restoring both the inhibitory effects of DAMGO phys-
iologically and the rewarding effects DAMGO behaviorally in
morphine-dependent mice. Thus, cAMP upregulation as a
consequence of chronic morphine treatment is likely respon-
sible for the dysregulation of GABA neurotransmission in the
VTA after chronic morphine treatment. The effects of cAMP
superactivation on GABA release probability are presynaptic
(Bonci and Williams, 1997; Madhavan et al., 2010). However,
the effects of cAMP superactivation on DAMGO-induced po-
tentiation could also be modulated by postsynaptic cAMP-
mediated changes in protein kinase A, which have been shown
to occur in dopaminergic neurons at least after psychostimu-
lant exposure (Tolliver et al., 1996; Gutlerner et al., 2002;
Schilström et al., 2006).

By extension, these changes in GABA plasticity, mediated
by cAMP superactivation, are likely also contributing to dys-
regulation of dopaminergic transmission from the VTA to its
target loci, including the nucleus accumbens. In naive mice,
opioids in the VTA inhibit GABA release onto dopamine neu-
rons and thereby result in an enhancement of dopamine neu-
rotransmission, a process suggested to contribute to opioid
reward (Phillips et al., 1983; Spyraki et al., 1983). Chronic
treatment and withdrawal from morphine, cocaine, or alcohol
is characterized by a hypodopaminergic state in the nucleus
accumbens, which is thought to underlie, at least in part, the
negative motivational effect of withdrawal (Acquas et al.,
1991; Rossetti et al., 1992; Weiss et al., 1992; Rada et al., 2004).
Thus, one might speculate that an increased probability of
GABA release from the MOR-expressing cells in the VTA,
together with the long-lasting increase in GABA current am-
plitude induced by DAMGO in the dopamine cells of the VTA,
would induce a greater depression of dopaminergic neuro-
transmission than an increase in GABA release alone. Intrigu-
ingly, the potentiation effect of DAMGO is dose-dependent.
Specifically, at low doses there is a potentiation of GABA cur-
rents, which can be overcome and reversed to inhibition at
high doses. These results suggest that we may have identified
an electrophysiological substrate that could explain why
morphine-dependent animals can show both sensitization
and tolerance to drug effects depending on the drug dose and
the behavioral paradigm used. In conclusion, we observe a
paradoxical shift in the functional effects of opioids, after
chronic morphine, on GABAergic currents in the VTA that
results in an unexpected loss or devaluation in reward associ-
ated with intra-VTA opioids.
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